**Influence of microstructure and porosity on the fracture toughness of Al-Si-Mg alloy**
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**Abstract**

With improving molten metal quality and foundry technology, cast alloys are expected to be used more commonly in critical applications. The demands for improved damage tolerance of cast aluminum alloys have increased the importance of fracture-related properties. In this perspective, the present study aims to evaluate the effect of four different aging treatments on fracture toughness of a die cast A356 Al alloy with and without Cu addition. Crack growth resistance curves (J-R curves) were experimentally evaluated using the ASTM E1820-17 standard procedure on 25 mm thick compact tension C(T) specimens. The influence of microstructure and porosity in hardness and fracture toughness (Jlc) is discussed. In addition, microstructural observations were carried out to endorse the fracture mechanisms.
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**1. Introduction**

The past two decades have been marked by great progress and innovation in the aluminum foundry industry. However, the low ductility and fracture toughness, as compared to the wrought aluminum alloys counterpart, still represent one of the major impediments for increased use of aluminum casting in the aerospace industry [1]. Increasing efforts to improve both the melt quality and process condition [2] are being made and, as a result, Al-Si alloys are expected to be used more commonly in critical application areas. So far, the lack of knowledge towards the fracture toughness of these alloys had limited their use to field where fracture-related properties were not relevant. Though, fracture toughness evaluation in Al-Si alloys might represent a key step to understand the metallurgical features which control the toughness and hence will might allow proper material specifications to be settled for those applications where fracture-related failure must be prevented. In this concern, previous studies [3] reported the fracture toughness of a series of Al-Si castings and defined a ratio (k/DESi) where k is the silicon particle spacing and DESi is the equivalent silicon particle diameter. Tirekiyoglu [4] examined the fracture toughness potential of cast Al-7%Si-Mg alloys as a function of yield strength. Tohgo and Oka [5] focused on...
the influence of coarsening treatment of the fracture toughness of Al-Si-Mg alloys. Lee et al. [6] investigated the effect of the Si-particles on the fracture toughness of A356 alloy cast, using different casting technologies. The comprehensive conclusion rising up from these studies is that the resistance to crack growth increases with enhancing the degree of refining of dendrite cells and eutectic silicon. Comparing the casting processes, the crack tip plasticity is higher in slowly solidified microstructure (sand castings) and lower in permanent mold or, die casting. Hence, the factors favoring the fracture toughness would be decreased dendritic cell size and refinement of Si-eutectic and intermetallic, the opposing factor would be reduced plasticity due to increase in yield strength, both due to primary cell and eutectic refinement. Further, the influence of minor chemical modification has been analyzed by Alex- opoulos [1]. However, as reported by Staley [7] there are several extrinsic factors such as porosity, oxides and inclu- sions that tend to affect the fracture toughness of these class of alloy.

In this framework, the present work a study on the fracture toughness of a A356 AI alloy and its Cu-containing (1 wt.%) variants, under for different aging conditions. The toughness values were evaluated through crack growth resistance curves (J-R curves) which were determined by the unloading compliance method. The effect of porosity, Secondary Dendrite Space Arming (SDAS) and eutectic Si particles morphologies on the fracture toughness results (J0c) were analyzed. In addition, microstructural observations were carried out to endorse the fracture mechanisms.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

The compositions of the studied alloys as measured by optical emission spectrometry are listed in Table 1. They were prepared in laboratory so as to contain different populations of porosity. The castings were obtained with a gravity die casting process using a copper mold of 65 × 103 × 40 mm3. Aiming to collect a wide range of SDAS variety, specimens for fracture testing were sectioned from different zones in the casting ingot. Four different heat treatments were applied, details and related specimen codes are presented in Table 2.

2.2. Fracture testing

Fracture toughness tests were performed according to ASTM E1820-17 standard [8] on fatigue pre-cracked C(T) specimens with nominal dimensions as shown in Fig. 1 and initial a0/W ratios close to 0.5. Fatigue pre-cracking and fracture tests were made in air at room temperature using an MTS Landmark servo-hydraulic machine instrumented with ±25 kN load cell and an MTS 632.03F-31 fracture extensometer positioned at

![Fig. 1 - Compact-tension C(T) test specimens. Main nominal dimensions (in mm).](image)

Table 1 - Chemical compositions (wt.%) of A356 reference alloy and Cu-added A356 alloy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Sr</th>
<th>Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A356 (reference)</td>
<td>6.624</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A356 + 1 wt.% Cu</td>
<td>6.915</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Cast Al alloys, heat treatment conditions, and specimen codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cast Al alloy</th>
<th>Heat treatment</th>
<th>Specimen code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A356</td>
<td>6 h at 300 °C</td>
<td>Ref 2,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A356 + 1 wt.% Cu</td>
<td>5 h at 300 °C</td>
<td>1Cu 2,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A356</td>
<td>5 h at 300 °C</td>
<td>Ref 4,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A356 + 1 wt.% Cu</td>
<td>5 h at 300 °C</td>
<td>1Cu 4,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A356</td>
<td>5 h at 300 °C</td>
<td>Ref 10,155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A356 + 1 wt.% Cu</td>
<td>5 h at 300 °C</td>
<td>1Cu 10,155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 – Typical experimental P-CMOD record for the Ref 10_155 C(T) specimen.

Table 3 – Initial and final physical crack lengths, and initial $a_0/W$ ratio of the tested specimens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$a_0$ (mm)</th>
<th>$a_f$ (mm)</th>
<th>$a_0/W$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref 2_190</td>
<td>12.84</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 2_190</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 4_190</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>16.25</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 4_190</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>16.70</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 4_155</td>
<td>12.85</td>
<td>15.72</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 4_155</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 10_155</td>
<td>12.02</td>
<td>15.71</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 10_155</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For plane strain conditions, the appropriate effective elastic modulus is $E' = E/(1-\nu^2)$. B is the specimen thickness and $C_i$ is the compliance evaluated at the crack mouth ($C_i = \Delta\text{CMOD}/\Delta P$).

2.3. **Hardness tests**

Vickers hardness tests (HV) were conducted with a Leica VMHT micro Vickers tester with a load of 500 gf and a dwell time of 15 s, according to the UNI EN ISO 6507 specification [10]. Further hardness examinations were performed with a load of 25 gf with the aim of testing the sole aluminum $\alpha$-matrix.

Table 4 – Individual $J_{IC}$ values and Vickers hardness for the investigated alloys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>$J_{IC}$ (kJ/m$^2$)</th>
<th>$HV_{500gf}$</th>
<th>$HV_{25gf}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref 2_190</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>97.92 ± 1.82</td>
<td>97.06 ± 3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 2_190</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>89.94 ± 4.98</td>
<td>94.67 ± 4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 4_190</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>94.72 ± 1.78</td>
<td>94.27 ± 2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 4_190</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>94.32 ± 2.73</td>
<td>99.19 ± 2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 4_155</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>84.60 ± 5.93</td>
<td>70.29 ± 2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 4_155</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>83.67 ± 7.96</td>
<td>65.94 ± 1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 10_155</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>92.00 ± 3.51</td>
<td>82.99 ± 2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 10_155</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>86.55 ± 6.09</td>
<td>94.87 ± 3.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 – SDAS, porosity and Si particles characteristics for each tested specimen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>SDAS ($\mu m$)</th>
<th>Porosity</th>
<th>Si particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% area</td>
<td>ED ($\mu m$)</td>
<td>AR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 2_190</td>
<td>47.4 ± 5.6</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>14.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 2_190</td>
<td>56.4 ± 6.1</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>70.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 4_190</td>
<td>61.0 ± 4.5</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>52.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 4_190</td>
<td>34.3 ± 4.1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>25.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 4_155</td>
<td>58.3 ± 5.1</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 4_155</td>
<td>69.6 ± 7.9</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>25.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 10_155</td>
<td>57.4 ± 7.3</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>32.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1Cu 10_155</td>
<td>52.1 ± 6.4</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>24.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4. **Microstructural analysis**

Samples for microstructural analyses were cut from the fractured tested specimens about 10 mm below the fracture surface, embedded in phenolic resin and prepared using standard grinding and polishing procedures. Microstructure analyses were performed using a Leica DMi8 polarized light optical microscope (OM). Quantitative metallography was carried out using the LAS image analysis software. A measurement field was systematically defined by composing 8–12 frames at a magnification of 250×. Percentages of pore area (PA) were calculated as the ratio between ‘analyzed pores surface area ($\mu m^2$)’ and ‘total analyzed surface area ($\mu m^2$)’, while equivalent circle diameter (ED) were measured following the procedures described in [11]. Eutectic Si particles characteristics such as aspect ratio (AR) and equivalent circle diameter (ED) were also measured following the procedures described.

Fig. 3 – a) Experimental $J$-$\Delta a$ pairs for the tested specimens. b) Theoretical adjusted $J$-$R$ curves for the tested specimens.

Fig. 4 – Fracture surface of the C(T) specimen Ref 4.155 showing the EDM notch (a), the fatigue pre-crack (b), the stable crack growth (c) and the fatigue post-crack (d).

Fig. 5 – Representative population of porosity in the Ref 2.190 specimen of A356 alloy (a) and in the 1Cu 4.190 specimen of Cu-added A356 alloy (b). Eutectic Si Particles in the Ref 2.190 specimen of A356 alloy (c) and in the 1Cu 2.190 specimen of Cu-added A356 alloy (d).

Fig. 6 – Crack paths of two representative C(T) specimens. a) specimen 1Cu 4.155, and b) specimen 1Cu 2.190. The arrows indicate the crack growth.
in [11]. SDAS measurements were performed using the line intercept method, over 10 fields at 50× magnification.

2.5. Fracture surfaces analysis

Fracture surfaces were observed with a ZEISS ULTRA 55 field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). Element mapping were obtained through energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), operated at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. P-CMOD records

Fig. 2 features the typical experimental load (P) vs. crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) record for the tested C(T) specimens. In this case, the experimental record of Ref 10,155 C(T) specimen is presented. The unloading-reloading sequences necessary for crack length measurements by the elastic compliance technique can be clearly seen.

3.2. J-R curves

Fig. 3-a summarizes the J-Δa pairs of points of the eight investigated specimens sorted by open or filled symbol as a function of the chemical composition, and by different symbols as function of the heat treatment condition. In its turn, Fig. 3-b presents all the theoretical adjusted J-R curves. Auxiliary lines according to ASTM E1820-17 were also plotted in both figures. It can be observed that while most of the curves are found to be grouped in the same area in the plot, the Ref 4,155 and 1Cu 4,155 featured higher J-R curves, indicating higher fracture toughness and the role of the heat treatment.

3.3. Fracture surface and crack lengths measurements

After the fracture tests, specimens passed through a fatigue post-cracking in order to mark the extension of stable crack growth. Fig. 4 shows a typical fracture surface of the tested specimens. From left to right, the EDM notch, the fatigue pre-crack, the stable crack growth, and the fatigue post-crack regions can be clearly identified in the image.

Initial and final physical crack lengths were measured from fracture surfaces according to BS 7448-1:1991 standard [12]. Table 3 presents initial (a₀) and final (aₚ) crack lengths measurements as well as the initial a₀/W ratio of each specimen.

3.4. Fracture toughness and Vickers hardness

Table 4 presents the fracture toughness values (Jíc) and Vickers hardness (HV100gf and HV25gf) of each specimen tested. The fracture toughness was calculated as recommended by the ASTM 1820-17 standard, taking the interception between the theoretical adjusted J-R curve and the line parallel to the blunting line at an offset value of 0.2 mm.

3.5. Metallographic analysis

The microstructural features examined in this analysis encompasses: SDAS, pore area percentage, porosity equivalent diameter (ED), eutectic silicon particle aspect ratio (AR) and equivalent silicon particle diameter (ED). A list of the experimental results is given in Table 5. Representative examples are presented in Fig. 5-a and Fig. 5-b. With reference to characteristics of the eutectic Si particles, it is possible to observe an overall increase in the eutectic ED size in the Cu-containing alloys as compared to reference A356 alloy. Additionally, the former case offers coarse (higher ED) and acicular (higher AR)
3.6. Fractographic observations

Fig. 6 shows the crack paths for the two representative Cu-containing samples aged under different conditions: a) aged 4 h at 155 °C and b) aged 2 h at 190 °C. Further insights of microstructural features leading the crack are presented in Fig. 7. The cracks preferably extend along solidification cells, where eutectic Si particles are mainly segregated and easily connected by the crack, playing an easy path role for stable crack growth. In addition, some cracked eutectic Si particles are pointed out in the images of Fig. 7-c and Fig. 7-d. Shrinkage porosities are also present at the crack paths.

Fig. 8-a and Fig. 8-c are representative fractographies of the 1Cu 4.155 specimen, taken at different magnification. Higher magnifications images (Fig. 8-b and Fig. 8-c) reveal a fracture surface typical of ductile mechanisms. Fracture surfaces have been deeply investigated as reported in Fig. 9. Aiming to clearly evidence both the α-Al matrix (in red) and the eutectic Si particles (in green), EDS maps of Al and Si have been provided. Microcracks within the Si particles are clearly observed in both the Cu-added (Fig. 9-c) and the A356 reference (Fig. 9-e) alloys. In accordance with Table 5, Si particles in the A356 reference alloy appear smaller (lower ED) and more spheroidized (lower AR) as compared to the Cu containing alloy. The most of cracked Si particles are observed along the interdendritic regions, where they mainly segregated and easily connected to play a bridging role. Moreover, shear bands observed in both the investigated alloys (please see Fig. 9-c to Fig. 9-f) reveal the matrix influence on the crack propagation.

3.7. Fracture toughness correlations

Based on previous study proposed by Lee et al. [6], that exploited the fracture mechanism of A356 alloy through in-situ SEM analysis, lower local fracture driving force microcracks seem to be initiated at the eutectic Si particles in interdendritic regions (Figs. 7 and 9). With the increasing of

Fig. 8 – SEM images of fracture surface showing typical casting defects. Specimen 1Cu 4.155.
local driving force, crack grows by conventional ductile mechanisms associated to the metallic matrix, as suggested by the shear bands in Fig. 9-c and 9-e.

From the microstructural point of view, the material’s crack growth resistance is known to be influenced by porosity and the solid phase microstructure (eutectic network + α-Al matrix). Although the effect of porosity on fracture toughness is well known [13], other factors influence the fracture toughness. In order to understand the influence of microstructural features observed in these alloys, the effects of equivalent porosity diameter and the microstructural characteristics were focused, as follows.

3.7.1. The effect of porosity and hardness on fracture toughness
First, it is important to note the significant presence of shrinkage pores in all casted alloys. In order to evaluate the influence of porosity, the fracture toughness values were plotted as function of the equivalent porosity diameter for each specimen (Fig. 10-a). Generally speaking, and considering all results

![Fig. 9 – SEM images of fracture surfaces and EDS maps of Al and Si. a) to d) specimen 1Cu 4.155, e) and f) specimen Ref 4.190.](image-url)
there is a visible tendency. The fracture toughness increases with decreasing in porosity equivalent diameter. The highest fracture toughness values were obtained for the specimens that were heat treated for 4 h at 155 °C; these samples also presented small porosity equivalent diameter values (~ 20 μm), but not the lowest, indicating that the fracture toughness is also influenced by other microstructural characteristics that have been modified by the heat treatment.

The Cu-addition influence on the porosity can be evaluated from Table 5. Except for the alloy heat treated by 4 h at 190 °C, the Cu-containing alloys presented a higher percentage porosity. The effect of Cu on porosity in Al-Si alloy with 0.1%Fe is discussed in [14]. On the other hand, the influence of Cu-addition does not present an effective influence on the porosity equivalent diameters. Shrinkage and gas porosity casting defects depend on a lot of variables, including chemical composition, but in this case no influences could be verified.

When $J_{lc}$ values are plotted against the $HV_{500gf}$ results (Fig. 10-b) the fracture toughness decay as hardness values increase, as expected. The lowest hardness values and the highest $J_{lc}$ values were measured for the specimens that were heat treated by 4 h at 155 °C. As can be observed in Fig. 10-b, the Cu-addition resulted in lower hardness values considering each heat-treatment. However, the 1% Cu alloys were not the toughest in all cases, meaning that other microstructural features influence the fracture toughness.

As proposed by Seideffine [15], the addition of Cu is found to promote the formation of coarse Si particles, and to enlarge the solidification interval, increasing the shrinkage porosity. Voids formed at the interfacial separation between eutectic Si particles and the aluminum α-matrix are not observed in the alloys investigated. This suggest a good particle-matrix interfacial strength, own to the presence of Si within the matrix [16]. It is possible to presume that the load transfer is mainly supported by the Si particle-matrix interface, and that the shear-lag type strengthening effect [17] plays a crucial role in the increased strength due to eutectic Si particles. Hence, if considering the alloy investigated as composite material where the α-Al phase is the matrix that needs to be reinforced, while the network of eutectic Si particles compounds is the stronger phase acting as a reinforcement [18], it is possible to understand the hardness response reported in Table 5, that show a decrease in HV with adding Cu. The finer and uniform are the eutectic Si particles distributions, the higher is the reinforcement achieved.

3.7.2. The influence of eutectic Si particles and SDAS

According to Lee et al. [6], the A356 + 1 wt.% Cu alloys that have coarser eutectics Si particles are expected to offer higher $J_{lc}$ values as compared to the Reference A356 alloys. In this case, as shown in Fig. 11, fracture toughness and silicon particles equivalent diameter (ED) are not so easily correlated, this is probably due to the porosity effect which has overruled the effect of the Si particles size.

Fig. 12 features the fracture toughness vs. Si particles aspect ratio (AR). As can be seen, although coarsened and less spheroidized eutectic microstructures are present in all the 1 wt.% Cu alloys if compared to the Reference alloys, no overall effect on the fracture toughness was detected. However, Fig. 12 (b) presents the fracture toughness vs. Si particles AR for all data taking away the specimens that were heat-treated for 4 h at 155 °C. Analyzing this data, it is possible to observe a tendency: the fracture toughness increases as the Si particles AR decreases. The same tendency can be observed analyzing the heat-treated specimens for 4 h at 155 °C separately (upper part of the Fig. 12 (a)).

In the Fig. 13 fracture toughness was plotted as function of the SDAS. Analyzing the results for each individual heat treatment, a clear tendency can be observed: the fracture toughness increases with decreasing SDAS. The same tendency can be observed analyzing all data pairs without the heat-treated specimens for 4 h at 155 °C, as can be seen on Fig. 13 (b). That could be explained by the relation between SDAS and the equivalent Si particles diameter. As SDAS decreases with the solidification rate [19] the Si particle equivalent diameter decreased too, and the fracture toughness increase. According to the experimental results the Cu content did not affect SDAS in that case.

4. Concluding remarks

In this work, the effect of four different aging treatments on the fracture toughness of a die cast A356 Al alloy with and
without Cu addition was evaluated. Crack growth resistance curves (J-R curves) were experimentally measured and the influence of microstructure and porosity on hardness and fracture toughness (\(J_Ic\)) was discussed. In summary, the following remarks can be drawn:

- The fracture process was related to the presence of eutectic Si particles in interdendritic regions. The cracks preferably extend along solidification cells, where eutectic Si particles are mainly segregated and easily connected by the crack, playing an easy path role for stable crack growth.

Fig. 11 – Fracture toughness vs. Si particles equivalent diameter (ED). In (a) for all data results and in (b) without the data results of the heat-treated specimens by 4 h at 155 °C.

Fig. 12 – Fracture toughness vs. Silicon particles aspect ratio (AR). In (a) for all data results and in (b) without the data results of the heat-treated specimens by 4 h at 155 °C.

Fig. 13 – Fracture toughness vs. SDAS. In (a) for all data results and in (b) without the data results of the heat-treated specimens by 4 h at 155 °C.
• If compared to the A356-Reference alloys, the A356 Cu-containing alloys showed higher J-R curves. In other words, Cu-containing alloys will feature higher resistance to fracture after the onset of stable crack growth.

• For the A356 Al alloy in those studied conditions, the fracture toughness increases as the equivalent porosity diameter and the HV500 hardness decreases. In the same way, the fracture toughness increases as Si particle AR and SDAS decreases.

• For the heat treatments performed in this work, the aging at 155 °C for 4 h optimized the Jjc in the alloy with and without 1% wt. Cu addition. This result seems to be independent by any microstructural features examined in this paper, resulting more an expression of the precipitation condition.
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